DOLENA – TIMBER HOUSES

WOOD FOR THE BETTER LIVING ENVIRONMENT

A

home is the core point around which all our life’s events
are happening. That’s why we give the priority to create
a comfortable and healthy living environment for ourselves.
Renewable energy and ecology has become important issues
in reaching a synthesis of human activities and nature. Housing development must also reach these criteria. Therefore,
there are four main qualities the house where we live must
have: ecology, economy, health and safety.
How can we ﬁnd all these features in a house? The answer
is the wood – the most natural and ancient construction

material, still widely used in North America and in North
Europe.
Ecology: it is a natural and renewable material.
Economy: wood structures are easy and quick to build, this
saves time and money. Moreover, there are many simple constructional solutions to reduce heating costs.
Health: the wood keeps constant level of humidity in a totally natural way and the structure does not release any toxic
essence.
Safety: woods ﬁre and seismic resistance is bigger then in
most of the traditional constructions.
We hope that the information that you will ﬁnd in this brochure will help you to ﬁnd new ideas how to build your dream
house.

MANY IDEAS TO REALIZE TOGETHER

THE UNIQUENESS OF THE HOUSE
STARTS FROM YOUR IDEAS

T

he main objective of
Dolena is to realize
your house in all details,
keeping on the ﬁrst place
your uniqueness and then
adapting constructional
solutions.

Our qualiﬁed staﬀ will guide you step by step through the realization of your
project.

D

olena proposes two main constructional methods of timber houses: house made in logs and houses made in wood framework.

The main and only material of log house walls is massive wood – logs that are
processed by hands or by machinery.
All logs processed by machines become equal shape and exact dimensions,
precise and linear, while the logs processed by hand makes the house rustic
and, most of all, unique, because every single element will never be exactly
same as the others.
Houses made in timber framework more often are chosen by clients that like
modern style. The bearing structure is made of a vertical and horizontal wooden framework that is prefabricated in the factory and ﬁlled with insulation.
Interior and exterior of the wall elements can be covered with a wide range of
diﬀerent material choices.
As the ﬁrst and important step of our cooperation we can advice you constructional solutions, ﬁnal decorations that would ﬁt to your wishes and surroundings.

From the simple idea we
will follow to the design,
the decisions for little and
big details as doors, windows, colors, till the ﬁnal
drawing that will secure
successful realization of
your dream house.
Only constructive and tight cooperation will let
us reach the objective: to
make your life unique.

WE BUILD YOUR DREAMS

ROUTE TO THE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

C

onstruction of the house is pretty long route that can be
hardly followed alone. Dolena gives you the opportunity to engage its professional staﬀ into the house creation and
building process.
The ﬁrst step require understanding of your needs, your possibilities and, not less important, the place where you want to
build the house.

1

Kindergarten built in
Norway. Wood framework structure.

2

House built in Lithuanian plains. Hand
made logs structure.

3

House on lake side
built in Norway. Machine made logs structure.

If you have not a drawing ready yet, it will be possible to work
together to visualize the shape of your house according to
your wishes. After that we can ﬁnd and decide the best construction methodology following energetic and economical
saving criteria and, with the help of local authorities, ﬁnish
with paperwork.
At this point it’s possible to start choosing the details: doors,
windows, colors and other little details.
During the production process you will have possibility to observe the progress of manufacturing steps in our factory. This
can be done by visiting us or by sending pictures to you.
At the ﬁnish of production in factory the house will be loaded on the trucks and delivered to the ﬁnal construction site,
where our employees will be prepared to build it.
Now you are ready step in your new home, made especially
for you.

FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE

GARDEN line

MODERN line

For garage, gazebo and other little garden structures

Flexibility of constructions for modern life
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MACHINE PROCESSED STRUCTURE

◆ Horizontal outside panels 20 mm.
◆ Lathing 45x20 for air gap.
◆ Windproof plasterboard 10 mm.
◆ Framework 145x45 mm.
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◆ Corner 150 mm.
◆ Section of logs 45/70/90x130, 140x160.

Section 90 mm

◆ Insulation 145 mm.
◆ Vapor barrier.
◆ Insulation 50 mm.
◆ Lathing 50x50 mm for insulation.
◆ Inside panels 10 mm.

DOUBLE line

PASSIVE line

To live the wood inside and outside

Ecology for everybody
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◆ Horizontal outside panels 20 mm.
◆ Lathing 45x28 for air gap.
◆ Hard insulation 50 mm.
◆ Framework 250x45 mm.
◆ Insulation 250 mm.
◆ Vapor barrier.
◆ Lathing 95x45 mm for insulation.
◆ Insulation 95 mm.
◆ Inside vertical panels 10 mm.
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Section 90 mm

◆ Corner 150 mm.
◆ Section of logs 45/70/90x130, 140x160.
◆ Windproof insulation 30 mm.
◆ Insulation 70 mm.
◆ Section of logs 45/70/90x130, 140x160.

MACHINE PROCESSED STRUCTURE
LIVING line

ECO line

Nature blends with modern life
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Section 90 mm

HAND PROCESSED STRUCTURE

Ideal for tourist facilities in harmony with the mountain

◆ Corner 150 mm.
◆ Section of logs 45/70/90x130, 140x160.
◆ Lathing 45x20 for ventilation.
◆ Windproof barrier.
◆ Metal sliding angle.
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◆ Corner 200 mm.
◆ Section of logs W 150/200 mm, H varies 200/300 mm.

Section
200 mm

◆ Framework 45x100 mm.
◆ Insulation 100 mm.
◆ Vapor barrier.
◆ Inside panels 17 mm.

RESIDENCE line

NATURAL line

Living the wood surrounded by modern environment
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Section 90 mm

Modernity lived in a rustic environment

◆ Outside panels 20 mm.
◆ Lathing 45x20 mm .
◆ Windproof barrier.
◆ Framework 45x100 mm.
◆ Insulation 100 mm.
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Section
200 mm

◆ Outside panels 20 mm.
◆ Corner 170 mm.
◆ Lathing 45x20 for ventilation.
◆ Windproof barrier.
◆ Framework 45x150 mm.

◆ Metal sliding angle.

◆ Insulation 150 mm.

◆ Vapor barrier.

◆ Metal sliding corner.

◆ Section of logs 45/70/90x130, 140x160.

◆ Vapor barrier.
◆ Section of logs W 150/200 mm, H varies 200/300 mm.

SCANDINAVIAN QUALITY AND
PROFESSIONALISM TO EVERYONE
olena is a Lithuanian ﬁrm with Norwegian capital, established in 1994. From that moment, thanks to regular
investments, innovations and attempts to realize speciﬁc request of every client, the company has grown to a large player
in timber house market in Lithuania and Scandinavia.
The construction method of Dolena is based on the old Scandinavian traditions of the wooden houses construction together with the use of modern technologies.

Dolena JSC
Gamyklos 11
LT-96155 Gargzdai
Lithuania
Tel. + 370 46 455281
Fax + 370 46 455280
E-mail: info@dolena.lt
Website: www.dolena.lt
Registration 163396927
VAT LT633969219

Today Dolena produces diﬀerent types of quality timber houses, using mostly traditional techniques and tools, which give
great ﬂexibility and precision to realize every detail of your
personal projects.
The qualiﬁed staﬀ of UAB Dolena is ready to follow you personally in every request and all stages of your house construction.
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